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“What I really want to do is to be able to change the lives of a group of people with the same
material that they deal with everyday. And not just any material; the idea I have for my next series
is to work with garbage.”
With this statement, artist Vik Muniz initiates a journey that will not only change his life and his
relationship to his art, but which will also irrevocably change the lives of a small group of people
in Rio de Janeiro. The group is part of a huge workforce called catadores (‘scavengers’) who work
in one of the biggest garbage dumps in the world, somewhat ironically called Jardim Gramacho
(‘Gramacho Garden’).
For most, if not all, of the catadores scavenging amongst the mountains of urban refuse that is
dumped daily in the Jardim Gramacho, theirs is a way of life that often spans generations, and is
the source of a vehement, bolshy pride. The catadores see themselves as scavengers in name only,
as they regard their job as a kind of environmental activism: “We are not pickers of garbage; we
are pickers of recyclable materials.”
Originally from São Paulo, Muniz has been living in New York for the past 20 years and can now
justifiably call himself the most well-known Brazilian artist in the Americas. His work is
distinctive because he incorporates everyday objects into his photographic process: dirt, sugar,
wire, chocolate syrup, peanut butter and pigment for example. So the decision to work with
garbage is not as far-out as it sounds. A friend tells him about Jardim Gramacho and the people
who work and live amongst the towers of garbage, and he decides that here is the place he can find
his photographic subjects. Yet it is not the artistic process or the final photographs (remarkable as
they are) that are the subject of this film, but the people whose lives are changed (as clichéd as that
sounds) by their exposure to Muniz’s artistic process.
One imagines a New York artist as being overbearingly supercilious, enjoying a sense of privilege
and entitlement, but Muniz comes across as an affable and warm-hearted individual, one who is
very clear that his new work should reward and enrich the people who will become his
photographic subjects. This is really the heart (both literally and figuratively) of the film, as we
observe the initially puzzled and dubious catadores come to see the significance of Muniz’s work
and process, and – to use a horrible Americanism – become ‘empowered’ through their
involvement.
The film introduces us to each of Muniz’s photographic subjects in turn, and we hear their life
stories and see their world though their eyes. This is accomplished through some unobtrusive
camera-work and through the willingness of the catadores to open up their lives to Muniz and the
team of filmmakers. This did not happen overnight of course – the film took three years to make –
but it is a credit to Muniz’s almost child-like faith in the inherent goodness and nobility of his
subjects that enables him to allow us, the audience, to observe a community and a world to which
most of us could never gain access.
Of the diverse group of catadores – among them Irma, who cooks huge meals for the pickers from
food scraps she finds within the landfill, and 18-year-old single-mother Suelem, who is justifiably
proud of providing for her children while keeping clear of the drug trade and prostitution – it is the
young Tião who becomes the focus for the dreams of the catadores and whose story we follow to
its surprising conclusion.
When we are first introduced to Tião, we see him as a street-smart kid committed to ensuring the
health and safety of the community of scavengers. It is Tião who has the nous to create and
organize the ‘Gramacho Garden Association’ and who first realizes the significance of Muniz’s
project for his fellow catadores. Tião has had a minimal education, but he is a galvanizing
presence in the film, discussing Machiavelli and Nietzsche with Muniz (having found the books in
the community lending library, itself constituted from discarded books found in the garbage) and
posing for a photograph as the dead Marat in a bathtub found in the landfill.
All of Muniz’s subjects become involved in the construction of his photographic portraits. We see
Muniz projecting his images onto a huge working space and then directing his chosen group of
catadores to place various collections of garbage within the confines of the projected image,
effectively ‘drawing’ with refuse. These huge pictures are then re-photographed to be exhibited as
large-scale portraits.
When the images are finally exhibited in a flashy urban gallery in Rio de Janeiro, Muniz takes the
catadores to the opening. In one of the most moving scenes in the film, we watch as they realize
the significance of the whole project. No longer invisible, no longer marginalized, the images of
themselves bold, big and beautiful, they glow with both pride and wonder at what they have
achieved.
Muniz had said that he wanted to show the catadores “another place”, to take them out of Jardim
Gramacho in a metaphorical sense, but also to show them the possibility of finding another way to
live. Muniz takes Tião to London where his portrait of Tião as Marat sells at auction for $50,000.
Tião will take the money back home to the Association that he helped create. In the final scene of
the film we see that of all the catadores involved in the project, Tião is the one who is almost
wholly transformed by the experience and we see that his life will never be the same again.
Wasteland is an expertly crafted film that seemingly effortlessly articulates a vision, both artistic
and philosophical, and an adventure of the spirit that really did change people’s lives.
Rating: 4 out of 5 stars
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